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Abstract. In August 2015 the U.S. National Security Agency (NSA)
released a major policy statement on the need for post-quantum cryp-
tography (PQC). This announcement will be a great stimulus to the
development, standardization, and commercialization of new quantum-
safe algorithms. However, certain peculiarities in the wording and tim-
ing of the statement have puzzled many people and given rise to much
speculation concerning the NSA, elliptic curve cryptography (ECC), and
quantum-safe cryptography. Our purpose is to attempt to evaluate some
of the theories that have been proposed.

“It is a riddle wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma; but perhaps there
is a key.”

—Winston Churchill, 1939 (in reference to the Soviet Union)

1. Introduction

In August 2015, the U.S. government’s National Security Agency (NSA)
released a major policy statement [44] (see also [14]) on the need to develop
standards for post-quantum cryptography (PQC). The NSA, like many oth-
ers, believes that the time is right to make a major push to design public-key
cryptographic protocols whose security depends on hard problems that can-
not be solved efficiently by a quantum computer.1 The NSA announcement
will give a tremendous boost to efforts to develop, standardize, and commer-
cialize quantum-safe cryptography. While standards for new post-quantum
algorithms are several years away, in the immediate future the NSA is en-
couraging vendors to add quantum-resistance to existing protocols by means
of conventional symmetric-key tools such as AES. Given the NSA’s strong
interest in PQC, the demand for quantum-safe cryptographic solutions by
governments and industry will likely grow dramatically in the coming years.

Most of the NSA statement was unexceptionable. However, one passage
was puzzling and unexpected:

For those partners and vendors that have not yet made the
transition to Suite B algorithms [42], we recommend not
making a significant expenditure to do so at this point but

Date: 20 October 2015; updated 19 May 2018.
1For many years it has been known [55] that both the integer factorization problem,

upon which RSA is based, and the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP),
upon which ECC is based, can be solved in polynomial time by a quantum computer.
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instead to prepare for the upcoming quantum resistant al-
gorithm transition.... Unfortunately, the growth of ellip-
tic curve use has bumped up against the fact of continued
progress in the research on quantum computing, necessitat-
ing a re-evaluation of our cryptographic strategy.

The NSA seemed to be suggesting that practical quantum computers were
coming so soon that people who had not yet upgraded from RSA to ECC
should not bother to do so, and instead should save their money for the
future upgrade to post-quantum protocols.

Shortly thereafter, the NSA released a revised version in response to nu-
merous queries and requests for clarification. The new wording was even
more explicit in its negative tone on the continuing use of ECC: “...ellip-
tic curve cryptography is not the long term solution many once hoped it
would be. Thus, we have been obligated to update our strategy.” Although
other parts of the statement assured the public that ECC was still recom-
mended during the time before the advent of practical quantum computers,
the overall impression was inescapable that the NSA was distancing itself
from ECC.

In addition, people at the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST) and elsewhere have noticed that the NSA has not been taking an
active part in discussions of new curves to replace the NIST curves that
were recommended for ECC in 1999. The PQC announcement suggests
that the NSA has no interest in this topic because it now views ECC as
only a stopgap solution. The statement in fact advises against “making a
significant expenditure” to upgrade to any of the Suite B algorithms, let
alone to any new ECC standards using updated curves. Even industrial and
government users who are using antiquated protocols should just sit tight
and wait for post-quantum standards. This caught many people by surprise,
since it is widely believed that ECC will continue to be used extensively for
at least another decade or two.

The purpose of this article is to attempt an evaluation of the various
theories, speculations, and interpretations that have been proposed for this
sudden change of course by the NSA. We emphasize that this is not an aca-
demic paper, and so on occasion we shall give unsourced facts and opinions
in circumstances where our sources wish to remain anonymous.

2. History: The NSA and ECC

2.1. The first decade of ECC (1985-1995). In the late 1980s and early
1990s, as the Cold War came to an end and as networked computers started
to play a major role in the economy, the NSA “came in from the cold”
and began to devote resources to advising the private sector on cybersecu-
rity. Almost from the beginning there were indications that, of the available
public-key systems, the NSA preferred ECC. (For further commentary on
this history, see [31].)
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In the early 1990s NIST proposed a Digital Signature Algorithm (DSA)
[21] that had been developed by the NSA and closely resembled an earlier
method invented by C. Schnorr. Although DSA is based on the discrete
log problem in the multiplicative group of a finite field — not in an elliptic
curve group — it signaled a dissatisfaction with factorization-based systems
within the NSA (perhaps in part because of the high licensing fees for the
patented RSA algorithm). In fact, shortly after DSA was approved for gov-
ernmental use in 1994, the analogous ECDSA protocol using elliptic curves
was developed.

Proponents of RSA bitterly opposed DSA, and they claimed that the NSA
was promoting DSA because they had inserted a back door in it (“No Back
Door” was the slogan of the anti-DSA campaign). However, they gave no
evidence of a back door, and in the two decades since that time no one has
found a way that a back door could be inserted in DSA (or ECDSA).

The first time the NSA publicly and decisively gave support to ECC oc-
curred at a meeting of the American National Standards Institute (ANSI)
in December 1995. The backers of RSA at the meeting were casting doubt
on the safety of ECC-based protocols; in the mid-1990s a page called “ECC
Central” on the RSA website carried statements by leading personalities
in cryptography that characterized ECC as untested and based on esoteric
mathematics. The nontechnical industry representatives on the ANSI com-
mittee were impressed by the RSA argument. As the heated debate contin-
ued, the NSA representative left to make a phone call. When he returned,
he announced that he was authorized to state that the NSA believed that
ECC had sufficient security to be used for secure communications among
all U.S. government agencies, including the Federal Reserve. People were
stunned. In those days the NSA representatives at standards meetings would
sit quietly and hardly say a word. No one had expected such a direct and
unambiguous statement from the NSA. The ECC standards were approved.

2.2. The second decade (1995-2005). At Crypto ’97 Jerry Solinas gave
the first paper [58] ever presented publicly at a major cryptography confer-
ence by an NSA member. It contained a procedure he had developed for
greatly improved efficiency of ECC using anomalous binary curves, which
are the unique family of nonsupersingular curves defined over the field of
two elements. In 2000 five curves of this family, each at a different security
level, were included in the list of 15 “NIST curves” [22].

Some people regard those curves as risky because of their special nature
— for example, they all have complex multiplication by the integers of the
quadratic field Q(

√
−7), which has class number 1 (in fact, Solinas’ efficient

point-multiple algorithms were based on this fact). In addition, in [26, 61]
it was shown that for such curves there is a

√
m speedup in the Pollard-rho

algorithm for the ECDLP (where m is the degree of the field extension).
For these reasons it was thought that a more conservative choice would be
random curves over either a binary field or a prime field.
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The other ten NIST curves consist of a set of five randomly generated
curves over binary fields and five over prime fields,2 again each corresponding
to different security levels. Because of recent progress attacking the ECDLP
on curves over binary fields using summation-polynomial methods that were
inspired by ideas of I. Semaev [54] (see [25]), some researchers have expressed
doubts about the long-term security of all elliptic curves over binary fields,3

and believe that the most conservative choice of NIST curves is the family
defined over a prime field. Those curves are denoted P-k, where k is the
bitlength of the prime.

The NSA’s support for ECC became more obvious over the years. In
2003 it licensed 26 ECC-related patents from Certicom for US$25 million,
and in 2005 it posted the paper “The Case for Elliptic Curve Cryptogra-
phy” [41] on its website. This paper described RSA as a “first generation”
public key technology that had been superceded by ECC: “Elliptic Curve
Cryptography provides greater security and more efficient performance than
the first generation public key techniques (RSA and Diffie-Hellman [in the
multiplicative group of a prime field]) now in use.”

In conjunction with this recommendation, on 16 February 2005 at the
RSA Conference the NSA announced its Suite B recommended algorithms
[42]. Ironically, in its original form it included no RSA (or DSA) protocols,
but only ECC (ECDSA for signatures, ECDH and ECMQV4 for key agree-
ment) and symmetric key systems (AES and SHA). Two security levels were
given, with ECC at 128 bits of security using P-256 and at 192 bits of secu-
rity using P-384. Since Suite B can be used for classified U.S. government
communications up through Top Secret (for higher levels of secrecy the NSA
has Suite A), presumably Secret requires 128 bits of security and Top Secret
requires 192.

2.3. The third decade (2005-2015). In 2010, faced with the slow pace
with which both private companies and government agencies were converting
to ECC, the NSA updated Suite B [43] so as to allow RSA (and DSA)
to be used with a 2048-bit modulus (providing 112 bits of security). The
announcement said that “During the transition to the use of elliptic curve
cryptography in ECDH and ECDSA, DH [in the multiplicative group of a
prime field], DSA and RSA can be used with a 2048-bit modulus to protect
classified information up to the Secret level.” (There was no mention of
RSA/DH/DSA for Top Secret level.)

2The binary fields all have order 2m with m prime. In the remainder of this paper, we
will only be concerned with elliptic curves over such binary fields and over prime fields.

3For curves in the range used in ECC, researchers are still unable to solve the ECDLP
more rapidly using Semaev-type methods than using Pollard-rho; however, the former
methods have been claimed to be asymptotically subexponential, and some researchers
are concerned that they will eventually be capable of solving the ECDLP more quickly
than Pollard-rho in the cryptographic range. Most experts doubt these claims (see [24]).

4In 2008 ECMQV was dropped from Suite B, presumably for patent reasons.
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In 2013 the Edward Snowden revelations had a dramatic impact on pub-
lic perceptions of the NSA’s role in promoting ECC. On September 5 of
that year The New York Times [47] reported that the Snowden documents
showed that the NSA had put a back door in the standardized version
[3] of the Dual Elliptic Curve Deterministic Random Bit Generator (Dual
EC DRBG) and that at Crypto 2007 two Microsoft researchers (unnamed
in the article — they were Dan Shumow and Niels Ferguson) had called
attention to the possibility of such a back door.5 (See [30] for an analysis
by John Kelsey of NIST of how a back-doored random bit generator came
to be included in the standards.)

The basic assumption in any security claim for the Elliptic Curve DRBG
is that the dual points P and Q are generated randomly and independently
of one another. From the beginning it was understood that knowledge of
a relationship Q = kP completely negates that security (see [11]). In fact,
the original Certicom patent application [60] describes how the DRBG can
be used for key escrow — namely, the value of k could be in the hands of a
court that could release it to the government when issuing a search warrant.

At first it was a mystery why the NSA would have bothered to get the
EC DRBG standardized with the back door, since it seemed that hardly
anyone (except possibly some U.S. government agencies) would ever use
that random bit generator. It was roughly 1000 times slower than DRBGs
based on symmetric-key constructions, and three symmetric-key generators
were included with the Elliptic Curve DRBG in the same standards. The
only possible advantage of a DRBG based on elliptic curves was that it had a
“proof of security” (which was also presented at Crypto 2007, see [11]). But
it seemed doubtful that many people would opt for a much slower protocol
simply because the standard symmetric primitives such as AES lacked a
proof of security.

Then on 20 December 2013 Reuters [39] reported that the RSA company
had received a secret ten million dollar payment from the NSA so that they
would make the Dual EC DRBG the default in their BSAFE toolkit.6 Now
it was clear how the back door would have enabled the NSA to get access
to many users’ decryption keys.

5NIST’s Dual EC DRBG standard included a specific pair of points (P,Q) whose source
was not explained, leaving open the possibility that the NSA selected P and k first, and
then set Q = kP . The standard included an option for users to select their own P and Q

by means of a seeded hash; that is, users were not required to use the back-doored pair
(P,Q). However, in order to get FIPS 140-2 validation of one’s implementation one had
to use the NSA’s suggested values of P and Q.

6RSA never denied receiving the payment, although they said that under no circum-
stances would they take a bribe to weaken their customers’ cryptographic protection.
Rather, the payment was negotiated without the knowledge of the company’s cryptogra-
phers by business people who were perhaps naive about the NSA’s motives. Unimpressed
by this explanation, several cryptographers boycotted the 2014 RSA Conference in protest.
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The Dual EC DRBG is atypical, in that no other standardized ECC pro-
tocol has any known way to insert a back door. Nevertheless, public percep-
tion of all of ECC took a big hit. Some prominent researchers, such as Bruce
Schneier [52],7 noted the NSA’s role over the years in promoting ECC and
suggested that that alone might be sufficient reason for people to stop using
ECC. But despite widespread anger over the deliberate weakening of stan-
dards by the NSA, in practice there was no noticeable decline in ECC use.
Rather, the main reaction in the cryptographic community was heightened
interest in revising the ECC standards and proposing new recommended
curves.

Finally, in August 2015 the NSA released the statement on post-quantum
cryptography that was mentioned in the Introduction. In it they hinted
that they would soon have their own proposals for post-quantum cryptosys-
tems, and stated that the “move... to a quantum resistant algorithm suite”
will occur “in the not distant future.” In the meantime, people should con-
tinue using Suite B, which still relied primarily on ECC — although P-256
had mysteriously vanished from Suite B, leaving just P-384 (and RSA was
included with a minimum 3072-bit modulus).

3. Can the NSA Break ECC?

Some people have been suspicious of ECC precisely because the NSA
energetically promoted it. Those suspicions seemed to be confirmed, or
at least given a new life, when the Snowden documents revealed the back
door in Dual EC DRBG. However, there are several reasons to doubt this
speculation.

In the first place, the Snowden documents are fascinating in part for what
they do not contain. Judging by all of the published and informal reports
by journalists and experts who have seen the Snowden documents, there is
no evidence that the NSA is ahead of outside researchers in attacking either
integer factorization or the ECDLP.

In the second place, ECC has been around for three decades, and the
NSA has been promoting it for over two decades. If the NSA had discovered
an efficient general-purpose ECDLP algorithm in the early 1990s, it strains
credulity that no one in the outside world has thought of it, despite all the
effort that has been put into attacking the ECDLP.

In the third place, ECC started to get strong support from the Information
Assurance Directorate (IAD) of the NSA during the time when Brian Snow
was the Technical Director and Mike Jacobs was the head of IAD. There
has never been any evidence — in the reports on the Snowden documents

7In addition, in Scott Aaronson’s blog (see http://www.scottaaronson.com/blog/?p=
1517) he comments that “as Schneier has emphasized, the fact that the NSA has been
aggressively pushing elliptic-curve cryptography in recent years invites the obvious spec-
ulation that they know something about ECC that the rest of us don’t.” Later in the
blog entry Aaronson approvingly quotes Schneier’s remark in The Guardian that ECC
has “constants that the NSA influences when they can.”
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or anywhere else — of any actions by Snow and Jacobs or their researchers
that would weaken or undermine cryptographic standards. On the contrary,
during that period IAD cooperated with other sectors in pushing for strong
security. This was consistent with IAD’s mission as the defensive arm of the
NSA.8

Even before the Snowden leaks it was well known that after the Septem-
ber 11 attacks and the passage of the Patriot Act by the U.S. Congress
in October 2001, the balance of power between IAD and SIGINT shifted
abruptly.9 Almost all of the dirty deeds revealed by Snowden are post-2001.

A final reason to doubt that the NSA could break ECC is that it is not in
the NSA’s interest to support a cryptosystem based on a conjecturally hard
mathematical problem that the NSA knows to be weak. The reason is that
the weakness is likely to be discovered by outside critics of the NSA and also
by adversaries. In the former case the NSA ends up losing credibility, and
in the latter case American users (including U.S. government users) can be
attacked by cybercriminals and hostile nation-states.

The beauty of the back door into Dual EC DRBG from the NSA’s point
of view was that only the NSA would know the discrete log value k that was
used to generateQ from P . To the rest of the world — including the cleverest
mathematicians and hackers in all of Russia and China — the random bit
generator was as impregnable as if the P and Q had been properly chosen.
The NSA and no one else could read encrypted messages whose security
relied upon pseudo-randomness of the DRBG. And if it weren’t for Snowden,
most likely no one outside of the NSA would have ever known that the NSA
knew k.

3.1. Are the NIST curves weak? There are both historical and technical
reasons why it is unlikely that the NIST curves are back-doored, although
this in no way means that the NIST list of recommended curves, which are
more than 15 years old, should not be replaced. In this subsection we first
recall some of the central issues in curve selection and the circumstances
when the NIST curves were generated.

Let Fq be a finite field of order q, and let E be an elliptic curve defined
over Fq. By Hasse’s Theorem, we know that the group E(Fq) of Fq-rational
points on E has order #E(Fq) = q + 1 − t, where |t| ≤ 2

√
q; observe that

#E(Fq) ≈ q. Suppose that #E(Fq) = hn, where n is prime and h is a small
cofactor. Then n ≈ q. Let P be a fixed point of order n in E(Fq). Given
a point Q ∈ 〈P 〉, the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem (ECDLP) is
the problem of determining the integer ℓ ∈ [0, n− 1] such that Q = ℓP . The
integer ℓ is called the discrete logarithm of Q to the base P .

8The offensive arm, called Signals Intelligence (SIGINT), is another matter.
9In 2002 Brian Snow was moved from the technical directorship of IAD to a different

position within the NSA that had high status but little influence, particularly with regard
to actions that were being proposed by SIGINT; Mike Jacobs retired from the NSA the
same year.
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The main premise for using ECC is that the fastest general-purpose algo-
rithm known for solving the ECDLP is Pollard’s rho algorithm, which has
fully-exponential running time ≈ √

n ≈ √
q. This is in contrast with the RSA

public-key cryptosystem, where subexponential-time algorithms are known
for solving the underlying integer factorization problem.

Of course, the ECDLP could be easier for specific elliptic curves. The first
class of weak elliptic curves was discovered in 1990 [38] (see also [23]). In
particular, it was shown that the ECDLP for “supersingular” elliptic curves
can be efficiently reduced to the discrete logarithm problem in small ex-
tensions of Fq for which subexponential-time algorithms are known. These
attacks, known as the Weil and Tate pairing attacks, are not a concern in
practice since supersingular elliptic curves (and other elliptic curves vulner-
able to this attack) can easily be identified by a simple divisibility check and
thus avoided.

In the mid-1990s, standards bodies including IEEE P1363, ANSI and ISO
began considering ECC. Many people still had doubts about the security
of ECC and thought that the ECDLP had not received enough scrutiny
by cryptanalysts and mathematicians. Nevertheless, ECC standards were
drafted by IEEE P1363, ANSI and ISO standards bodies.

In 1997 the public learned of a result of Araki and Satoh [50], Semaev [53],
and Smart [56], who independently showed that if q is prime and #E(Fq) =
q, then the ECDLP can be solved very quickly. These so-called prime-field

anomalous elliptic curves are extremely rare, and can easily be identified and
avoided. Nonetheless, the attack was of concern to members of standards
bodies who wondered whether there were any other weak classes of elliptic
curves.

To assuage the fear that new classes of weak elliptic curves might be
discovered in the future, the ANSI X9F1 standards committee decided to
include in their standards some elliptic curves that had been generated at
random. Random selection of these curves would ensure that the curves do
not belong to a special class, and thus are unlikely to succumb to some as-yet-
undiscovered attack that is effective on curves with very special properties.

For a fixed finite field Fq, there are many elliptic curves to choose from.
More precisely, there are approximately 2q different isomorphism classes of
elliptic curves defined over Fq. In order to conclude that an elliptic curve
E defined over Fq avoids the known attacks, it is of utmost importance to
determine the number of points N = #E(Fq) on the curve. In 1997, count-
ing the number of points on a random elliptic curve was still a formidable
challenge. An NSA representative on the ANSI X9F1 committee offered
to provide suitable curves. Note that once an elliptic curve and its alleged
number of points N is given, the correctness of the value N can be verified
very quickly with 100% certainty.

To ensure that the NSA-generated elliptic curves did not belong to a very
special class of curves, a simple procedure was devised whereby the coeffi-
cients of an elliptic curve were derived by passing a seed through the hash
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function SHA-1. Given the seed and its associated elliptic curve, anyone
could check that the curve had been generated from the seed. Since SHA-1
is (still) considered to be a one-way function, it would be infeasible for any-
one to first select a curve with very special properties, and then find a seed
which yields that curve.

The elliptic curves were generated by NSA mathematicians around 1997
and, together with the seeds, were included in the ANSI X9.62 ECDSA
standard in 1999 [1] and NIST’s FIPS 186-2 standard in 2000 [22]. There
are five NIST curves over fields Fq of prime order, and ten NIST curves over
characteristic-two fields Fq. In particular, the NIST elliptic curves P-256
(defined over a 256-bit prime field) and P-384 (defined over a 384-bit prime
field) were included in the NSA’s Suite B in 2005 [42].

It should be noted that in the case of elliptic curves over prime fields,
no new classes of weak elliptic curves have been discovered since 1997. In
particular, no weaknesses in the NIST curves have been discovered since
they were proposed around 19 years ago.

Since the Snowden revelations, many people have cast doubts on the
NSA-generated NIST elliptic curves even though no concrete weaknesses in
them have been discovered since they were proposed in 1997. These people
speculate that NSA researchers might have known classes of weak elliptic
curves in 1997. With this knowledge, the NSA people could have repeatedly
selected seeds until a weak elliptic curve was obtained.

This scenario is highly implausible for several reasons. First, the class of
weak curves must be extremely large in order to obtain a weak curve with
the seeded-hash method. For concreteness, suppose that p is a fixed 256-bit
prime. There are roughly 2257 isomorphism classes of elliptic curves defined
over Fp. Let s be the proportion of elliptic curves over Fp that are believed
(by everyone except hypothetically the NSA in 1997) to be safe. This class
of curves includes essentially all elliptic curves of prime order (with the
exception of prime-field anomalous curves and those that succumb to the
Weil/Tate pairing attack). Since the proportion of 256-bit numbers that are
prime is approximately 1/(256 ln 2) ≈ 2−8, the proportion of curves that are
strong is at least 2−8. Now suppose that the proportion of these curves that
the NSA knew how to break were 2−40. In this hypothetical scenario the
NSA could select such a weak curve by trying about 248 seeds. The number
of NSA-weak curves would then be approximately 2209. This would mean
that this huge class of weak curves was known to the NSA in 1997 but is
still undiscovered by outside researchers in 2015. It is highly unlikely that
such a large family of weak elliptic curves would have escaped detection by
the cryptographic research community from 1997 to the present.

Remark 1. Dan Bernstein and Tanja Lange (personal communications from
Bernstein, September 2017) describe a different way that the NSA could have
found hashes that gave weak curves provided that they knew of a class of
at least 261 weak curves of prime group order over the field of order P256,
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where P256 is a fixed 256-bit prime. (More precisely, one needs weak curves
whose group orders include at least 261 primes out of the approximately
2122 primes in the Hasse interval.) Namely, the NSA could have created a
sequence of curves from hash values, half the time using the hash output to
produce elliptic curve coefficients and half the time using the hash output
as a sequence of random bits for selection of weak curves. They would have
searched for a collision in two steps. First, they would have looked for a
coincidence of group order with the group order prime. Since there are
(heuristically) about 2122 primes in the Hasse interval for P256, one would
expect to find a collision between two sets of 261 group orders. Because one
expects 2−8 of the group orders to be prime, the NSA would have had to
search through about 270 curves. Next, after finding a collision of prime
group orders, the NSA would have started a random walk in the isogeny
class from each curve until they obtained a collision of curves.

Although point-counting on elliptic curves (especially in 1997) requires
a lot of computation, Bernstein and Lange point out that there could be
various speed-ups, such as computing the group order modulo a fairly large
value N that is a product of small primes, looking for a collision of group
orders modulo N , and only computing the exact group order (ensuring both
primality of the group order and an exact collision of group orders) when
the mod-N group orders collide. Bernstein’s and Lange’s criticism that we
overstated the technical difficulty for the NSA to create weak NIST curves is
valid. However, a rough calculation shows that the procedure they describe
would require at least 286 bit operations, which almost certainly was beyond
the NSA’s capacity in 1997. Moreover, we believe it is highly doubtful that
the NSA knew of a class of at least 261 prime-group-order weak elliptic
curves that is still unknown to academic researchers.

A similar argument shows that such a procedure to create a weak NIST
curve over the field of order P384 would have been even farther out of reach
in 1997.

It is far-fetched to speculate that the NSA would have deliberately selected
weak elliptic curves in 1997 for U.S. government usage (for both unclassified
and classified communications [42]), confident that no one else would be
able to discover the weakness in these curves in the ensuing decades. Such
a risky move by the NSA would have been inconsistent with the Agency’s
mission.

There is also an important historical reason why we think the NIST curves
are safe. The NIST curves were generated by IAD under Brian Snow and
Mike Jacobs in the 1990s, and the bulk of the Snowden revelations, including
the Dual EC DRBG back door, relate to much later events. It is ahistorical
to take everything we know about the NSA in the post-2001 period and
project it back into the 1990s.

Although there is no plausible reason to mistrust the NIST curves, there
are two reasons why it is nevertheless preferable to use other curves (either
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the Edwards curves recommended by Bernstein-Lange [5, 6], or the curves
being promoted by the Microsoft group [10], or perhaps some others). The
first reason is public perception — even though it is unlikely that the NIST
curves are unsafe, there has been enough speculation to the contrary that
to keep everybody happy one might as well avoid the NIST curves. The
second reason is that the other curves do have some advantages (Edwards
curves have faster point-multiple running times and in certain conceivable
side-channel attacks they offer some resistance10). It is no discredit to the
NIST curves that more efficient alternatives are now available — after all,
it has been 19 years, and it would be surprising if no one had come up with
anything better by now.

3.2. Does the NSA have an n1/3-algorithm for finding elliptic curve
discrete logs? The reason for wondering about this is that in the latest
revision of Suite B the NSA has dropped P-256, leaving only P-384. If
solving the ECDLP in a group of order n requires roughly n1/2 operations,
then P-256 suffices for 128 bits of security. But if an n1/3-algorithm were
known, then one would need P-384 for the same level of security.11

It should also be noted that at Asiacrypt 2013 Bernstein and Lange [9]

presented an n1/3-algorithm. However, it needed a tremendous amount of
precomputation, taking time n2/3. So from a practical standpoint, as Bern-
stein and Lange pointed out, it is worthless. However, it is conceivable that
the NSA has found (or believes that there might exist) a similar algorithm
that requires far less precomputation.12

3.3. What about side-channel and intrusion attacks? There is little
doubt that the NSA is the world’s leading authority on how to mount these
types of attacks. The history of successful attacks of this sort goes back
at least to World War II (see §4.1 of [32]). During the Cold War both

10Recent work [48] by Renes, Costello, and Batina shows that the same side-channel
resistance can be obtained for prime-order elliptic curves over prime fields, including the
NIST curves, with only a small sacrifice of efficiency. The Edwards curves recommended
in [5, 6] are not of prime order, and the small cofactors in the group orders make the
implementation a little more complicated for certain protocols.

11Another possible explanation for why the NSA might have dropped P-256 is that
P-256 might succumb to classical Pollard-rho attacks (or small improvements thereof) in
the next few decades, whereas P-384 will be safe from such attacks far into the future.

12Another reason why this theory might be plausible is that there has been at least
one previous instance when the NSA made a change in a standard that many believe
was due to an attack that the NSA had found. In the early history of the Secure Hash
Algorithm (SHA) [34] the NSA proposed the original version of SHA in 1993 for use in
DSA (which the NSA had developed just before) and other protocols, and then two years
later made a slight change in it without giving any rationale for the change. (The original
hash function is now called SHA-0; the revised hash function is SHA-1.) A decade later,
researchers found fast collision-finding algorithms for SHA-0; the modified SHA-1 resists
these attacks. It is likely that the NSA had discovered this attack earlier and for that
reason had changed SHA-0.
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sides devoted tremendous resources to carrying out and defending against
side-channel attacks.

Although parameter choices and implementation algorithms can some-
times prevent certain types of side-channel attacks, it is not realistic to
expect that mathematical techniques and protocol design will guard against
most such attacks. Rather, if one is really worried about intrusion and side-
channel attacks by skillful adversaries, such as the NSA, then one needs
tamper-proof devices and physical isolation; mathematics and software are
of limited use.

4. Does the NSA Know Something the Outside World Doesn’t

about Quantum Computers?

The Snowden revelations suggest that it does not. According to an ar-
ticle in the Washington Post [49], the NSA’s efforts to develop a quantum
computer are a part of a US$79.7 million program called “Penetrating Hard
Targets.” This is a very small fraction of the NSA’s budget. If the NSA were
close to developing a practical quantum computer — or if they believed that
another nation was — then they would be devoting far more money to this
project. The article [49] concludes that “the documents provided by Snow-
den suggest that the NSA is no closer to success [in quantum computation]
than others in the scientific community.”

Among corporate users of cryptography the most commonly cited predic-
tion coming from research leaders in quantum computing is that, based on
progress toward scalable fault-tolerant quantum computing, there’s a 50%-
50% chance that a practical quantum computer will be available in 15 years
[40] (see also [59, 17]). This prediction is presumably at the low end of pos-
sible timeframes, since people who work in the area would have an interest
in erring on the side of optimism.13 It is unlikely that the NSA has access to
better experts than the ones who have been consulted by industry. More-
over, if the NSA really believed in a far quicker time frame for quantum
computing, then, as mentioned before, its quantum computation program
would not be just one of several projects covered by an $80 million budget.

13Some people are very skeptical about this timeline. As pointed out in [57], there
has never been a genuine implementation of Shor’s algorithm. The only numbers ever
to have been factored by that type of algorithm are 15 and 21, and those factorizations
used a simplified version of Shor’s algorithm that requires one to know the factorization
in advance. In [13,15] the authors describe how a different algorithm that converts integer
factorization to an optimization problem can be used to factor significantly larger integers
(without using advance knowledge of the factors). However, the optimization problem is
NP-hard and so presumably cannot be solved in polynomial time on a quantum computer,
and it is not known whether or not the sub-problem to which integer factorization reduces
can be solved efficiently at scale. So most experts in the field prefer to gauge progress
in quantum computing not by the size of numbers factored (which would lead to a very
pessimistic prognosis), but rather by certain engineering benchmarks, such as coherence
time and gate fidelity.
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If practical quantum computers are at least 15 years away, and possibly
much longer, and if it will take many years to develop and test the proposed
PQC systems and reach a consensus on standards, then a long time remains
when people will be relying on ECC. But the NSA’s PQC announcement
makes it clear that improved ECC standards (for example, an updated list
of recommended curves) are not on the Agency’s agenda.

5. Theories about the NSA’s Motives

One theory — that the timing and wording of the PQC announcement
was a case of carelessness or sloppiness on the part of the NSA — can be
rejected immediately. A policy statement by NIST or by the NSA is carefully
crafted over a period of time. The committee responsible for drawing it up
discusses every sentence; nothing is left to chance or to careless editing. In
addition, when asked to clarify the August 2015 statement, the NSA released
an updated version that did not differ in any significant way from the first
one. So we should start with the premise that the NSA intended for the
statement to convey exactly what it did.

We next examine some conjectures about the NSA’s motives in its PQC
announcement.

5.1. The NSA can break PQC. One theory about the NSA’s motives
is based on the observation that most quantum-resistant systems that have
been proposed are complicated, have criteria for parameter selection that
are not completely clear, and in some cases (such as NTRU) have a history
of successful attacks on earlier versions. Perhaps the NSA believes that it
can find and exploit vulnerabilities in PQC much more easily than in RSA
or ECC, and for that reason they want the public to hurry toward PQC
standards.

At present the process of developing standards for PQC is at an early
stage. There is no consensus on the best approach, and the most common
proposals are not based on “clean” mathematically hard problems. If the
NSA gets the standards bodies to rush the process, perhaps they’ll make
some mistakes, as they did in the case of Dual EC DRBG. Then the NSA
can exploit the resulting vulnerabilities.

We believe that such a strategy by the NSA is unlikely for the same
reason that we don’t believe that the NSA can break ECC. Although the
NSA might be the best hackers in the world, this technical superiority does
not seem to extend to mathematical attacks on basic algorithms, and the
NSA knows this. If the NSA has some ideas on how to attack PQC, then it is
likely that before long people outside the NSA would have similar ideas. In
particular, the cryptographers of other nations (such as Russia and China)
would soon be able to attack private and government users in the U.S., and
part of the NSA’s mission is to prevent this.

This is not to say that the NSA has no ideas of its own about PQC. On
the contrary, NSA researchers have been studying PQC systems for many
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years, and have plans in the not-too-distant future to play an important
role (through NIST) in the standardization of quantum-safe cryptographic
algorithms.

For a brief overview of the existing candidates for post-quantum cryptog-
raphy, see Appendix A.

5.2. The NSA can break RSA. Another theory is that the NSA has
found a much faster integer factorization algorithm, and wants to discourage
users from transitioning from RSA to ECC so that the Agency can use this
new algorithm to decrypt a significant proportion of Internet traffic. It is
perhaps more likely that the NSA can break RSA than that it can break
ECC. Indeed, for the ECDLP on a random prime-field curve there has been
no significant progress in the entire 30-year history of ECC, whereas there
have been major breakthroughs in the integer factorization problem.

It is a bit odd that the revised Suite B allows 3072-bit RSA but only P-384
and not P-256 for ECC. A 3072-bit RSA modulus provides only 128-bits of
security against known factoring attacks, whereas P-384 provides 192-bits
of security against known ECDLP attacks. One reason why Suite B might
permit 3072-bit RSA instead of 7680-bit RSA (which provides 192 bits of
security against factoring attacks) is in the interest of efficiency. However,
7680-bit RSA is not really much slower than 3072-bit RSA. On the other
hand, if one assumes that the NSA can break 3072-bit RSA but not P-384,
they can direct their vendors to supply P-384 to U.S. government users and
hope that the rest of the world uses 3072-bit RSA (which is a possibility
given the general level of mistrust in ECC and the fact that RSA is still
much more widely used than ECC).

Of course, any theory about the NSA being able to break RSA is as
speculative as those about its ability to break ECC or PQC.

5.3. The NSA was thinking primarily of government users. This was
the explanation given by an NSA official when a corporate vendor questioned
the tone and timing of the announcement. That is, the NSA knew that
some U.S. government agencies with limited cybersecurity budgets had been
dilatory about moving to ECC (this is why in 2010 they decided to include
RSA in Suite B, asking that users at least upgrade to a larger modulus).
They did not want those agencies to put their resources into an ECC upgrade
and then have no money left for a later upgrade to PQC.

Whether or not this thinking makes sense for U.S. government agencies
is hard to say. But it makes no sense in the corporate world. A company’s
security budget this year has nothing to do with what its security budget
might be in 15 years. In addition, the announcement has an immediate
negative impact on ECC deployment. The adoption of ECDSA outside
of certain specialized applications (such as Playstation and Bitcoin) has
been slow, in large part because of resistance to change by the certification
authorities (CAs), who are content with RSA signatures. Now the NSA
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announcement will give the CAs a further excuse not to update their software
to support ECDSA.

More generally, in the commercial sector companies are often notoriously
dilatory about improving their cybersecurity,14 and so will certainly welcome
a good justification for postponing any upgrade far into the future. The
wording of the NSA announcement gives them an excuse to do precisely
that.

In response to the queries from a corporate vendor, the NSA source also
mentioned that they were particularly thinking of government agencies that
need very long-term security (at level Top Secret or above) that may extend
beyond the time when practical quantum computers become available —
hence the need to transition to PQC as soon as possible. However, for such
users the NSA statement recommends using an additional layer of AES to
provide quantum resistance, without waiting for quantum-safe public-key
standards. In any case, the statement is directed at the general public and
obviously is going to have a big impact in the private sector. If the NSA had
wanted to give advice that was intended only for high-security government
users, they would have done so.

5.4. The NSA believes that RSA-3072 is much more quantum-
resistant than ECC-256 and even ECC-384. The quantum complexity
of integer factorization or discrete logarithm essentially depends only on the
bitlength of the group order. Thus, there could be a big lag between the
time when quantum computers can solve the ECDLP on P-256 and even
P-384 and the time when they can factor a 3072-bit integer.

However, it will require major advances in physics and engineering before
quantum computing can scale significantly. When that happens, of course
P-256 and P-384 will fall first. But, as the head of cybersecurity research at
a major corporation put it, “after that it’s just a matter of money” before
RSA-3072 is broken. At the point when P-384 is broken it would be unwise
to use either ECC or RSA. It is not likely that the gap between quantum
cryptanalysis of a 384-bit key and a 3072-bit key will be great enough to
serve as a basis for a cryptographic strategy.

5.5. The NSA is using a diversion strategy aimed at Russia and
China. Suppose that the NSA believes that, although a large-scale quan-
tum computer might eventually be built, it will be hugely expensive. From
a cost standpoint it will be less analogous to Alan Turing’s bombe than to
the Manhattan Project or the Apollo program, and it will be within the
capabilities of only a small number of nation-states and huge corporations.

Further suppose that the NSA already has the most valuable national-
security secrets protected by quantum-safe symmetric key primitives such
as AES256, and does not rely on public key cryptography for material that

14Private companies are not the only ones who are notoriously dilatory. For example,
the U.S. Department of State has a long history of negligence in the area of cybersecurity
(see [18, 46]).
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has the most restricted circulation (for which Suite A rather than Suite
B would be used). Indeed, the NSA might conclude that, more generally,
quantum computation will have very limited impact on cybersecurity: a
criminal enterprise is unlikely to invest several billion dollars in order to
be able to break into Alice’s RSA-protected credit card account or Bob’s
ECC-protected Bitcoin wallet.

Suppose also that, in thinking about the somewhat adversarial relation-
ship that still exists between the U.S. and both China and Russia, especially
in the area of cybersecurity, the NSA asked itself “How did we win the Cold
War? The main strategy was to goad the Soviet Union into an arms race
that it could not afford, essentially bankrupting it. Their GNP was so much
less than ours, what was a minor set-back for our economy was a major
disaster for theirs. It was a great strategy. Let’s try it again.”

In other words, according to this theory the main intended audiences
for the NSA announcement were the Chinese and Russians, who would be
goaded into a pointless expenditure of vast sums of money to build a quan-
tum computer that won’t do them much good. In this way those resources
will not be put to uses that the NSA would regard as much more threatening.

5.6. The NSA has a political need to distance itself from ECC.
There were some peculiarities in the release of the August 2015 statement
about preparing for post-quantum crypto. Normally all of the big corpora-
tions that do cryptographic work for the U.S. government would have been
given some advance notice, but this was not done. Even more surprising,
the NIST people were not asked about it, and even researchers in IAD were
caught by surprise. It seems that whoever at the NSA prepared the release
did so with minimal feedback from experts, and that includes their own
internal experts.

This suggests that the main considerations might not have been technical
at all, but rather Agency-specific — that is, related to the difficult situation
the NSA was in following the Snowden leaks. The loss of trust and credibility
from the scandal about Dual EC DRBG was so great that the NSA might
have anticipated that anything further it said about ECC standards would
be mistrusted. The NSA might have felt that the quickest way to recover
from the blow to its reputation would be to get a “clean slate” by abandoning
its former role as promoters of ECC and moving ahead with the transition
to post-quantum cryptography much earlier than it otherwise would have.

If this is correct, then such a step by the NSA raises new questions about
credibility. For commercial users of cryptography, the timing of the tran-
sition from one paradigm to another should be determined by state-of-the-
art technical knowledge and best practices — not by the bureaucratic self-
interest of a government agency. If the NSA wants to be regarded as a reli-
able partner for information assurance, it needs to base its policies and rec-
ommendations not on some political calculation, but rather on a transparent
process involving scientific collaboration among the commercial, academic,
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and government sectors. Such a process would not leave people puzzled and
would not give rise to speculation (and occasional paranoia) about what the
NSA’s true motives might be.

Appendix A. Candidates for Post-Quantum Cryptography

Cryptographers have been working hard on developing public-key cryp-
tosystems that, unlike RSA and ECC, will withstand attacks by quantum
computers. In practice, the most important uses of public-key cryptography
are digital signatures, key agreement, and encryption (the latter mainly for
transporting secret symmetric keys). Quantum-safe digital signatures do not
need to be available until ECDSA can be broken by quantum computers.15

The reason is that signatures are normally verified only at the time they
are produced or shortly thereafter; once one has a document with a verified
signature, its authenticity does not need to be established again later. In
contrast, if an encryption scheme is broken at a later date, then the secret
data are revealed.

If one needs to protect long-lived data possibly beyond the time when
quantum attacks become practical, then as soon as possible one should
start using a quantum-resistant key agreement or public-key encryption al-
gorithm. However, in the interim authentication of the keys by a Certificate
Authority can continue to be done using a conventional digital signature
scheme.

The following is a brief overview of the current viable candidates for post-
quantum cryptography; for further information, see [7, 20].

A.1. Symmetric-key cryptography. Symmetric-key encryption schemes
such as AES have the property that the fastest quantum attack known
for recovering a k-bit secret key takes time 2k/2. Thus AES with 256-bit
keys is believed to provide a 128-bit security level against quantum attacks
(that is, half the number of bits of security that it has against conventional
attacks). The NSA announcement recommends that vendors use a “layered
commercial solution to protect national security information with a long
intelligence life” with the layer of quantum-resistant protection implemented
by means of a large symmetric-key system. Of course, such systems do not
have the functionality of public-key cryptography, and key management will
be more cumbersome.

A.2. Lattice-based cryptography. Lattices are being intensively studied
by cryptographers, in part because they can be used to achieve cryptographic
objectives such as fully homomorphic encryption and code obfuscation not
known to be achievable using conventional RSA and discrete logarithm cryp-
tography. The most mature lattice-based public-key encryption scheme is

15We are not accounting for the time it will take engineers to replace implementations
of conventional public-key cryptosystems with quantum-safe ones.
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NTRU [27], which has been standardized in several forums [2, 29, 51]. For
a recent survey of lattice-based cryptosystems, see [45].

A.3. Hash-based cryptography. Hash functions are believed to have the
same security against quantum computers as against conventional ones,
namely, k/2 bits of security, where k is the bitlength of hash values. The clas-
sical one-time signature scheme, attributed to Diffie and Lamport [33], has
been developed into a commercially viable signature scheme using conven-
tional hash functions [12, 28, 36]. However, public-key encryption schemes
cannot be based on hash functions, because an encryption function must be
invertible rather than one-way and many-to-one.

A.4. Code-based cryptography. In 1978, McEliece proposed a public-
key encryption scheme using binary Goppa error-correcting codes [37]. Since
then, numerous variants that replace Goppa codes with other classes of
error-correcting codes have been proposed and later broken. McEliece’s
original proposal (with updated key sizes) remains the most viable code-
based public-key encryption scheme [8]. Code-based signature schemes, on
the other hand, are very inefficient and relatively new and untested.

A.5. Multivariate polynomial cryptography. The security of these
schemes, pioneered by Matsumoto and Imai [35], is based on the difficulty
of solving a multivariate system of polynomial equations over a finite field.
Many proposed systems have been broken, most spectacularly the SFLASH
signature scheme that was standardized by NESSIE in 2003 and completely
broken in 2007 [19]. Recent proposals for signature schemes have been more
conservative. However, proposals for public-key encryption schemes are still
relatively recent and not yet thoroughly studied.

A.6. Isogeny-based cryptography. The security of these schemes is based
on the difficulty of computing an isogeny of a certain degree between two
isogenous supersingular elliptic curves over Fp2 [16]. Note that security has
nothing to do with hardness of the conventional ECDLP. Protocols have
been designed for public-key encryption and key agreement; however, there
has not yet been a proposal for a quantum-safe general-purpose digital sig-
nature scheme.

A.7. Quantum key distribution. The security of quantum key distribu-
tion (QKD) [4] is based not on the hardness of a conventional computational
problem, but rather on the Heisenberg uncertainty principle of quantum
mechanics. Several companies have marketed QKD devices (see [20]). The
challenges in wide-scale deployment include alleviating the requirement for a
point-to-point communications channel, reducing the cost, and safeguarding
the physical security of devices.
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